Silver (500k to 750k)
Does all the things that the “Bronze” building does but with higher standards and facilities.
Where possible will cater for activities on the Village Survey “Wish List” with a view to
increasing usage and financial return.

•

Main hall 18m. long x 10m. wide x 6m. high.

•

Two committee rooms, one large, one small.

•

Able to host many types of sports, social and business activities.

•

Outside balcony or patio area.

•

Entrance lobby/meeting/waiting area of a useful size.

•

Toilets to expected modern standards (number of cubicles, etc.)

•

Separate disabled toilet. Baby changing facilities.

•

Increased secure storage for many activities. Especially V.C, Fayre and sports.

•

Separate M/F changing rooms with lockers, toilets and showers.

•

Stage with integrated lighting and sound. No stage extensions needed.

•

Integrated multimedia projector and screen. Wireless broadband.

•

A visually attractive building with the potential to attract weddings and business use.

•

Higher than average finish with attractive and good quality materials expected to
require minimum long-term maintenance.

•

Well fitted and equipped commercial kitchen.

•

Generous sized bar/serving counter to kitchen

•

Carefully designed and cost-effective lighting, heating and ventilation systems.

•

Tarmacked parking 40 spaces + 2 reserved for disabled.

•

Overflow parking area (possibly gravel surface).

•

Some “eco” features where cost effective to the running of the hall (see below).

The changing rooms will be for use by the variety club and for sports. For sports use, they
would have a separate means of connecting to the outside, so that the building could be
used for multiple activities simultaneously.
By “eco” features we mean CO2 reducing things such as:•

Sedum roof combined with rainwater recycling (grey water system).

•

Passive solar gain and storage.

•

Sustainable materials, for example wood instead of synthetic materials.

For this grade of hall, we would only use “eco” features that, despite the extra expense,
could be shown to have long-term benefit to the costs of running this hall.

